Is THE CITY of London Waving or Drowning?
After decades of UK Foreign Policy, War & Fraud disasters, the self destruction of the World Economy &
destroying the UK Real Economy, has The CITY OF LONDON reached the end of Manipulation Road?
Manipulation Road
Arrogance benefits no man. and negotiating with arrogance is a fatal mistake.
The City of London's Foreign Policy has not stood up well to the light of day. The light shone into its
creaking cavities by The Internet has exposed its long history of what is politely called, Interventionism. Its
ability to control & manipulate all shades of the UK Government has also left it exposed to ridicule & the
analysis of its ham fisted attitude of arrogant blackmail.
Whether it be the Sanctions which it imposes on other countries which fail to respond in a suitable way to
its desired direction, or the use of the Banking sector to with-hold loans from The Real Economy. It seems
to have used a hammer to break a butterfly on so many occasions that it has revealed its own weakness.
Subtlety has never been a mark of Power in The City. It seems to still have a Colonial view of the world
economy which says that if you don't play The Game, then you will die slowly.
Its hundred year old habit of launching foreign wars to solve its own economic problems has left it short of
friends & lacking in advisors. Current non subtleties include using mercenaries & charities to fight its wars
as it hides in its underground nuclear bomb proof shelters.
This has only lead to it's increasing isolation not only from the world but from the new realities of Change.
The City of london sees everything as an opportunity for manipulation & control. And so instead of
becoming aware of the new Geopolitical realities it has turned on its own population to conquer & repress.
Quite how killing The Real Economy & turning the population into poor slaves is going to help even The
City is, of course, not explained.
However it manipulates The Population, whether it is by poverty, blackmail, Common Purpose Nazis,
secret societies, economic destruction, civil war, vaccines, false flags, 5G radiation, or obsessive
compulsive surveillance syndrome. It has still failed to grab the concept of Change.
The New Alliance of World Dynasties do not want permanent and indiscriminate War & Fraud. They also
do not want a world economy run by criminals. And they appear to be absolutely appalled by our elite
sexual immorality & ungodly debauchery. Nowadays, the manipulation of The Innocents by the Lords in
the World Dynasties is allowed only up to a point, and then it has to have some rational justification.
And The City seems to have lost its Rational Justification for anything that it does. A cohesive plan is not
only not evident, they appear to have lost the ability to even pretend in the Main Stream Media that there
is a cohesive plan. So they have the whip in hand but only lash out wildly at figments of its paranoia.
The current world wide battle between The Globalists & The Nationalists has left the Power Brokers in The
City fractured into sections of diametric power. Just as the Brexit media flip flops in & out, so the Globalist
plan to Rule The World progresses with our Public Servants still implementing Dictats from the United
Nation/EU. As the rest of the world goes Nationalist, The City dominates the UK & London ruthlessly,
ignoring new realities.
As far as objective analysis goes, The City of london hasn't got it, & never will have it. So it just chugs on
in its own destructive way, sinking the UK economy into the dust, creating more & more enemies.
Just so it can blame all its failings on Russia or Brexit.
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